LACUNO ART INSTALLATION
1. To achieve best results, all walls should have a perfectly flat surface.
2. Determine the best layout for the panels. Once a layout is determined, place a horizontal and
vertical mark from which the first panel will start. Installation should occur from the bottom
up.
3. Securing the panels to the wall can be done in two ways. The panels can be adhered to the
wall using a drywall compound or they can be screwed to the wall. If a drywall compound is
used, apply the compound to the wall using a ¼” notched trowel in a vertical motion. The
panels are then pressed into the compound to ensure full contact with the back of the panel.
If screws are being used, the panels can be pre-drilled at the panels’ four corners using a
counter sink tool. Only use screws to fasten the panels if the substrate is suitable to accept
screws (such as plywood).
4. When joining two panels together, place a small amount of drywall compound between the
joints and allow it to squeeze out. Ensure the panels are flush and that the pattern points
meet. Once the panel is in place, wipe off any excess material from the face of the panels
using a damp cloth.
5. Continue this process for the reminder of the wall. Once the installation of the panels is
complete, let the panels dry for 12 - 24 hours (depending on site conditions).
6. Apply drywall compound to all the joints/seams and fill all screw holes (if any) as needed.
Allow compound to dry and lightly sand excess compound as needed.
7. Once all the joints/seams feel seamless to touch, your wall is ready for primer and paint.
Note: The use of Flat Latex paint is highly recommended.
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